ACG Sustainability Spots

DEREE
- **Weather station**: Deree Main Building (700 Lvl)
- **Green Roofs**: Center of the Arts, 600 Lvl, JSB Library
- **ACG Community Garden**: ACG Stadium
- **Recycling Points**: Deree Main Building (200 – 700 Lvl), Office of Athletics, Deree Main Corridor, JSB Library, CN Building
- **Water fountains**: Deree Main Corridor, Pierce Gallery
- **Office of Public Affairs**: Deree Main Building (500 Lvl)
- **Science & Research Labs**: Biology Lab (600 Lvl), Chemistry & Molecular Biology Lab (600 Lvl), Physical Sciences Lab (700 Lvl) – Deree Main Building, STEM Lab 1 & STEM Lab 2 (300 Lvl)

PIERCE
- **Water fountains**: Pierce Gallery, Pierce parking lot
- **Recycling Points**: 400, 600, 700 & 900 Lvl, Cafeteria, Venetis Gallery, Gym, Theater Gallery
- **Energy Efficiency A Buildings**: Pierce IB Building
- **Science & Research Labs**: Biology Lab, Chemistry Lab, Physics Lab, MakerSpace, FabLab/STEM (Pierce Main Building)